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About This Game

Linx Battle Area is a third person survival shooter that sees you pitted against AI and human enemies in a fight for arena
domination.

Single Player Challenges

Start off at a skill level to suit your abilities and try build your way up to Expert level to dominate the Steam Leader boards.
Linx Battle Arena's constant fast paced Ai battles will challenge you as a gamer.

Teriach Island - The Open World Challenge

Get the Teriach Island DLC to play the open world match that started off the whole Linx Battle Arena concept. This game mode
consists of 2 combined challenges:

Kill 100 enemies

Last for 1 hour

Seems simple enough. If can complete these two challenges in the same game, you can really consider your self to be a Linx
Battle Arena Elite player. 2 achievements will be gained by completing this game mode.
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Multiplayer v Friends and Public Players

Invite Steam friends and play in Multiplayer Matches. Choose from the 4 Arenas and 2 game modes.
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Title: Linx Battle Arena
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blueshift Media
Publisher:
Blueshift Media
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 gig

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I really like this game. It's interesting and pretty challenging. Cartoony style is nice to look at and music is quite relaxing.. Ok i
just dont like this campaing...I expected more of this campaign not just a bunch of Stealth missions , compared to French
campaign , the Russian campaign were very weak at least for me. Not the kind of review i generally like to leave, not as
informative as it could be, but:

I've played since S:TW1, and of all the total wars.... man, this was just boring as hell. I couldn't scrounge up the energy to even
care. The combat is quite pretty, but it feels very... neutered. Everything just, god, it all felt so boring...
Has to be one of my "regret buying" games, if steam's refund system was a little more forgiving on time played, i would
probably have returned it.

Can't say what it is. I didnt run into too many optimization or graphical problems PERSONALLY. I found the campaign
sensationally neutered and un-thought-out. Dunno... just... wow, really really boring.. Threw my mouse at the wall about 30
minutes in after dying on the last enemy of a level. 8\/10. Will rage quit again.. Great game. I'm loving it. If you raise the rifle to
your face and aim, you actually seem to be more accurate. The reload mechanics add to the immersion and the difficulty level is
a nice gradient, easing you into the mechanics.

I've only played the one map, defeated two of the big mofo's before my little shelter was overrun but the game never felt unfair.
I look forward to it's further development and this will be one that I frequently turn to for 'a zombie apocalypse' fix.

Update: The new updates and content make this game even better.. Way too short campaign my opinion for 30 sfr
If you just focus on the fights you have probibly 1 hour.
The story is in my opinion also just some sentences which rocky or another trainer says to you, some
short training witha partner - fight - repeat
In my opinion some punches dont block properly in chest area.
The openents also feel like they dont really adapt properly to you and where your head is.
The enemys also dont look like they really defend like in the game ''thrill of the fight'' It looks for me more like they just have a
script which is not or not very good responding to my punches.
The graphics are good for a VR game.
The movement is easy and practical.
Sound is good. But not for everyone if you dont like the music.

Multiplayer:

In my opinion its not really playable because of the hight ping for a VR boxing game. slipping punches doesnt work for me. I
also didnt found a option for which country your oponents should be. It looks fun in youtube but in my opinion just randomly
punching jabs and crosses.
It would be fun if everyone has fiber internet.

OVERALL I STICK WITH "THRILL OF THE FIGHT"

I want brightness option
Bluelight filter option
See my ping
Choose punch speed setting after i won the fight.
I want auto mute voice chat option
More training option also with loop option. This should have been in the game. Overpriced, short and broken as the whole game.
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I have been playing this game for the last hour after purchasing it on sale at a silly cheap price.

I read the other reviews before purchasing, they are currently few and mixed. Somebody mentioned that it has too many keys, it
doesn't have many at all, and you can view them at any time by clicking the question mark at the bottom.

The AI is different, but not in a bad way, the drones hide, pop out to attack, run away etc. I think it works well for the type of
game.

The mentioned issue with the level not auto restarting, not sure if this has changed, but it sends you straight back to the level
select screen, at which point you are one click from restarting the level, or choosing a different one if you desire, seems fine to
me.

Difficulty may be an issue for some, I'm an old school gamer who misses the days when games actually provided a challenge,
and this does. The game is well balanced though, stick with it and I'm sure you will get the hang of it, just requires learning a
few simply techniques, after which the game takes on a whole new lease of life, fantastic!

I cannot recommend this game more, think Paradroid 90 with a dark atmosphere, and without the takeover minigame. Graphics
and audio are perfect for the type of game.

This dev deserves a lot of credit for the game, I'm so glad I found it ! If it is your thing then buy it, enjoy it, and please give
positive reviews if you do. It annoys me that four out of the eight reviews I can see are not recommending this game, half of
them, WHAT !!!!. I remember the days when I would get an SNES game for my birthday and that game would need to last until
Christmas months later. I remember playing for hours upon hours upon hours just to get through it. Oblitus reminds me of those
times. You're going to work hard to beat this game. You're going to put a lot of hours into it and when you die it's going to crush
you. There are no extra lives, there are no save points (that I've found). After you've played for an hour and gotten to your first
boss and it kills you in one or two hits and you start all over at the beginning ... let\u2019s just say I understand why this game
has mixed reviews. If you're a casual gamer, if the phrase "Nintendo hard" dosen't have any meaning for you you might want to
steer clear. If you're a Megaman, Dark Souls, Impossible Game, kind of a player; if you want to experience the high highs and
the low lows that only gaming can bring, if you want to come home after a long day of work and disappear into a devastatingly
hard game with an entrancing sound track, then here's something that's going to push all the right buttons.. Not very interesting,
in the manner of old adventure games. Click through all the doors, find all the things to click on, click on them, go back through
the doors to re-click things, find the thing you missed clicking... It is not so much a puzzle as one like of those games where you
need to go to the east end of the map to get the green card to open a door at the west end of the map to get the blue card to open
a door back at the east end. Mixed with some art themed around magnetic distortion of tapes, which ... is a thing for someone?.
Charming little game.

Highlights for me were the art design, and the level of detail in the backgrounds. There's enough variety in the levels/puzzles
that the game kept me entertained throughout. On the whole the atmosphere is a lot like that in Machinarium - if you liked that
then you'll like this and vice versa. The puzzles are never much more than pushing the right combination of buttons or moving
an object from one place to another.

My biggest gripes are the short length (Steam says I was only playing for 2 hours), that some of the puzzles lack originality (why
must every puzzle-adventure game have a Simon Says "copy the sequence" puzzle?), and that the ending is a little weak.

All in all though, this is an excellent way to spend a rainy evening.

. This game haunts me.

After opening the game for the first time, I quickly realised that I was going to have a mediocre experience.
So I immediately shut it down.

But when I closed my eyes to sleep that night, I kept seeing flashes of uncoloured food moving under my eyelids like some kind
of seizure induction ceremony. I jumped out of bed, ran to my computer and reopened the game. My eyes widened in terror.

\ud835\udcb4\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udcca \ud835\udcbd\ud835\udcb6\ud835\udccb\ud835\udc52
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Tears started falling down my face in moist waterfalls. I hadn't cried that much since Chris Pratt had feelings in Guardians of
the Galaxy II. And when Chris Pratt had feelings in Jurassic World.

I stayed up for 62 minutes and finished the game to completion.

( \u0361\u00ba \u25de\u0644\u035f\u25df \u0361\u00ba). I've never had so much fun learning to type with friends before
getting this game.. It has a funny, interesting, satirical story and the graphics are pretty great on my machine! Could use a little
more interaction though. Quite disappointed I couldn't shoot the first cannibals I found in the game :( .. Also, couldn't climb up
some of the structures and get info on others.

After playing this more, it is pretty buggy (the chapter select doesn't work and I see a gun but can't pick it up?). I'm not really
sure what to do in this world and the game isn't giving me any hints. It's pretty frustrating. Glad I only paid $2 for this. The
beginning story is really the only thing going for this game so far for me.
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